LACROSSE IS GAINING A FIRM FOOTHOLD ON THESE FAR WESTERN SHORES

CANADIAN GAME INTERESTS MANY OF THE ATHLETES

Is Full of Picturesque Action and Vigorous Work From Start to Finish

LACROSSE, the Indian game, which has never been brought to prominence in Canada, is making great strides in that country. In this city, the game is more popular than ever, with numbers of exhibitions played and the Indian players making a fine showing in individual matches. The game is said to be played by the Sons of the Revolution in Canada and is gaining in popularity throughout the land.

MARIN GOLFERS ARE TO COMPETE IN TEAM MATCH

First Seven Players Will Yield Handicap of Four Biscues to Second Seven

A SCRIMMAGE

THE FIELD AFTER THE BALL

Below is a picture of a football game in progress. The players are shown in action on the field, with the ball in play. The game is being played by the local football team, with a large crowd of spectators watching. The weather is clear and warm, and the players are wearing their usual game costumes.

COURSING STAKE MAY BE DECIDED IN THE SOUTH

Los Angeles Leashmen Bid for California Committee's Annual Event

TELEGRAMS ARRIVED AT THE TIMES TO THE EFFECT THAT:

ANGLERS READY FOR VACATION DAYS AFIELD

Are Laying In a Supply of Tackle and Dainty Flies With Which to Lure Trout

SAN FRANCISCO YACHTSMEN WILL ENJOY AN OUTING

Aquatic and Land Pastimes Will Take Attention of Amateur Tars To-Morrow

VARSITY CREW WILL ROW TWO RACES IN NORTH

Berkeley Boys Trained for Contests on Willamette River and "Lake Union"